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What is Chord Manager     ?  
Chord Manager is an application that allows you to quickly find any kind of guitar

chords.
(The chords that you can find in the Shareware version are only a small part of the

chords included in the Registered version)

All chords are available in more than one position (up to eight) to allow you to find the
best one for your needs.

(Two different positions of the same chord may sound different...)

Chord Manager includes a Chord Filter that quickly finds for you a position with a
specified characteristics.

(Maybe you will need to find the lowest position available or the easier to execute...)

Chord Manager allows you to see chords in three different notations :
-In easy-to-read chordboxes

-In tabulature
-On the guitar neck.

Chord Manager include a Scale Manager that allows you to find scales and modes and
shows it on the guitar neck.

(The Shareware version contains only a small amount of scales...)

Chord Manager finds for you the scales that you can play over your chord !

Chord manager plays for you the chords !
(Try to hear the difference between two different positions of a chord...

Sometimes the effect is really different !)

Chord Manager allows you to play notes on the guitar neck to prepare and project your
licks 

( you can also view a scale or chord and play only the tonality notes...)

Chord Manager quickly finds for you informations about a chord or a scale !
(Composition in notes , intervals...)

Chord Manager can be used as a full screen Guitar Workshop or simply as a small
Chord Finder 

Chord Manager includes an application launcher that allows you to quickly start your
useful applications.

(Maybe you will need to hear a CD to examine a song or to start a word processor to
take some notes...)



Chord Manager also include many other features that will make your guitarist-life easier.



Registration
Why Register ?

Here you can find some good reasons to do it :

-You will recieve a fully featured and updated version fo Chord Manager.
-You will be able to find a really bigger amount of chords and scales.

-The registered version includes full online help ! 
-You will not have to see that ugly screen at startup.

-You will support the Shareware concept.
-Because using Shareware programs after its expiration date is ILLEGAL,IMMORAL

and FATTENING !
-Because there are some people that are working on it and the version that you will

recieve may include new features.
-You will be informed of all updates and new versions

-You will be blessed with good karma 
How to Register     ?  

Registration fees $25 (Or Lit.30000).
You can send an e-mail to the author w    ith your data , so you will be informed of the

easiest way for you to register.
You can directly send a mail order w    ith check or cash to the author.

(You can use the registration form included)
Please allow tree weeks to deliver (But I think that you will not have to wait that long...).



Contacts
e-mail :

stefaszym@sunto.ing.unisi.it

physical adress :
Szymon Stefanek

Via Longo 10
More di Cuna

Monteroni dArbia
Siena
Italy



Registration form
Name :
Surname :
Adress :

E-mail (if available) :

------------Optional Part------------

Age :
Education grade :
Profession :
Hobbies :

Where did you find the Shareware version ? :

How long you used the Shareware version before registering ? :

Comments and suggestions :




